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Spatio-Temporal Analysis of Trajectory for Pedestrian Activity
Recognition
Young-Nam Kim*, Jin-Hee Park* and Moon-Hyun Kim†
Abstract – Recently, researches on automatic recognition of human activities have been actively
carried out with the emergence of various intelligent systems. Since a large amount of visual data can
be secured through Closed Circuit Television, it is required to recognize human behavior in a dynamic
situation rather than a static situation. In this paper, we propose new intelligent human activity
recognition model using the trajectory information extracted from the video sequence. The proposed
model consists of three steps: segmentation and partitioning of trajectory step, feature extraction step,
and behavioral learning step. First, the entire trajectory is fuzzy partitioned according to the motion
characteristics, and then temporal features and spatial features are extracted. Using the extracted
features, four pedestrian behaviors were modeled by decision tree learning algorithm and performance
evaluation was performed. The experiments in this paper were conducted using Caviar data sets.
Experimental results show that trajectory provides good activity recognition accuracy by extracting
instantaneous property and distinctive regional property.
Keywords: Decision tree, Fuzzy partitioning, Human activity recognition, Spatial feature, Trajectory

1. Introduction
Recognizing human activities is at the heart of user
interfaces and applications for smart environments. It is
also applied to various technologies such as surveillance
security, human-computer interaction, content-based video
retrieval, and virtual reality. In particular, automatic
recognition of human activities is one of the most
important research tasks in the field of machine learning
and computer vision. And visual data is one of the most
important clues in the development system for understanding and applying human behavior correctly [1, 2].
Automatic recognition of human activities requires two
processes [3]: i) extraction of activity information, and ii)
activity pattern modeling. Activity information refers to the
movement attributes (speed, direction, location, etc.) of
data and it is necessary to extract effective features for
classifying human activities showing various behavior
patterns. Activity patterns are expressions of frequently
occurring events [4] and should be accompanied by
appropriate machine learning algorithms to learn human
activity patterns.
Naftel et al. [5] introduced a classification methodology
for anomaly detection. His theory is related with the
utilization of unsupervised learning in coefficient feature
space for spatiotemporal object’s trajectories. Learning
trajectory patterns with Self-Organizing Maps well
classifies abnormality from trajectories. But, it only detects
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in regular continuous activities which does not include
object’s static moving area due to his experimental dataset
of multiple trajectories. Ce Li et al. [6] proposed an
approach of detecting abnormal behavior. Her proposed
methodology is based on trajectory sparse reconstruction
analysis. However, it has a disadvantage that the detection
performance strongly affected by Control Point Parameter
which is used for Sparse Reconstruction Analysis.
Histogram of optical flow is represented as a graph and
graph attributes are extracted to be used as features for
crowd activity in an image sequence [7]. Recently
intelligent tracking algorithm computes clear trajectory
of pedestrian [8] from image sequence, and there are
many activity recognition studies based on trajectory. [9]
However, human activity consists of several different
primitive actions [10] such as slow down to put a bag, and
moving opposite direction after browsing. It is required to
extract regional characteristics of the trajectory depending
on primitive actions in addition to sequential characteristics
of time series aspect of trajectory.
In this paper, we propose an intelligent activity
recognition model using the trajectory information
extracted from the video sequence. The proposed model
detects the characteristics of the specific trajectory region
by performing each trajectory’s clustering. We define it
as a spatial feature. And this provides better performance
in classifying different human behaviors with similar
trajectory region.
This paper consists as follows. Section 2.1 describes the
trajectory segmentation step. In this step, we explain
segmenting a trajectory so that each segment is a part of
a trajectory for a second. From the segmented trajectory,
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temporal features are extracted. Section 2.2 presents the
fuzzy partitioning of the trajectory [11]. In this section,
vector transformation of the trajectory and clustering of
similar movement vectors to partition the trajectory
according to moving characteristics are explained together.
Section 2.3 explains feature extraction process. Feature set
is divided into temporal features and spatial features, and
how to compute each feature is explained. Section 2.4
shows description of the ID3 algorithm to generate
classification rules as a decision tree based on the
entropy of the training data set. Section 3 describes the
experimental results and performance evaluation of the
proposed method. We show the recognition results of four
kinds of human activity modeling by comparing decision
trees which are modeled with temporal features and
improved decision trees by combining spatial features.

2. Proposed Method
We defined four activities as shown in Table 1 for
pedestrian behavior recognition research. The four activity
trajectories are constructed based on GT data from the
CAVIAR dataset [12].
Table 1. Pedestrian activity class
Id

# Frames

Activity

1

225

Walking

2

400

Browsing

3

376

Left bag

4

500

Fall down

Description
Pedestrian moving with normal
stride
Pedestrian moving to the desk and
reading a paper for a while
Pedestrian left a bag on the floor
and moving
Pedestrian falling down suddenly
and standing up

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed method
The trajectory is a sequence of center points of the target
pedestrian in each frame, T = (( x 0 , y 0 ), ¼ , (( x n , y n ))
where ( x i , y i ) is a center position of pedestrian at ith
frame. Fig. 1 shows trajectories for four behavior classes,
where center position of pedestrian is represented as a dot
on a two-dimensional plane. The coordinate system is
expressed based on the screen coordinates as shown in
Fig. 1.
In this paper, we propose a three-step pedestrian
behavior recognition model as shown in Fig. 2. In the
first preprocessing step, i) the pedestrian trajectory is
segmented so that each segment is a displacement vector
in a second, and ii) trajectory is spatially partitioned
according to the similarity of displacement vector between
adjacent frames. In the second feature extraction step, eight
features for pedestrian behavior recognition are extracted
from segmented trajectory and partitioned trajectory. The
temporal features such as maximum/minimum instantaneous
speed are extracted from segmented trajectory. On the other
hand, the spatial features such as motional characteristics
depending on the region are extracted from the partitioned
trajectory [13]. Finally, in the learning and classification
stage, the decision tree is learned and generated by the
ID3 algorithm using extracted features. Then, when the
new pedestrian trajectory data is applied, classification is
performed using the generated decision tree.

2.1 Trajectory segmentation

(a) Walking

(b) Browsing

(c) Left bag

(d) Fall down

Fig. 1. Trajectories of activity classes
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This section describes the trajectory segmentation step.
The trajectory is a sequence of center points of the target
pedestrian in each frame, T = (( x 0 , y 0 ), ¼, (( x n , y n ))
where ( x i , y i ) is a center position of pedestrian at ith
frame. When the starting point of the trajectory is ( x 0 , y 0 )
and the end point of the trajectory is ( x n , y n ) , any two
adjacent points in the trajectory can be expressed as
( x m , y m ) and ( x m +1 , y m +1 ) . Trajectory is segmented by
sub-sampling point sequence at every 1 second to get
segmented trajectory, Ts = ( ( x(1), y (1) ) , ¼, ( x( K ), y ( K ) ) ) ,
where ( x(i ), y (i )) is the position of pedestrian at i
second, and K is the length of image sequence in seconds.
The video sequence used in this paper consists of 25
frames per second.
In the case of a moving pedestrian, since the density of
the pedestrian center points constituting the trajectory is
high, it is difficult to relate displacement of the pedestrian
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center points [14] between consecutive frames to physical
motion of pedestrian. On the other hand, if the trajectory
is divided by the second, the number of the center point
of the pedestrian constituting one trajectory is reduced to
1/25, so that the density of the pedestrian central points
constituting the trajectory can be greatly reduced.
Considering the stride of a typical adult pedestrian, it is
easy to grasp the time series characteristics of the trajectory
by dividing the trajectory in seconds.

2.2 Fuzzy partitioning of trajectory
In this section, we explain the fuzzy partitioning method
that clusters velocity vectors of trajectory into several
groups and derives cluster centers [15]. To represent the
spatial characteristics of the trajectory, the motional
characteristics depending on the region should be extracted
from the trajectory. Each velocity vector belongs to one or
more groups. The membership of a velocity vector for each
group is computed using heuristic measure [16].
We formulate trajectory partitioning problem as follows.
Firstly,
each
uur
uuur trajectory is transformed to a vector sequence
vector
( w1 ,¼, w n ) , where each vector is a uuvelocity
r
between consecutive frames. A vector wi is computed
from i th trajectory point ( x i , y i ) and ( i - 1 ) trajectory
point ( x i -1 , y i -1 ) and represented in polar coordinates.
uur
wi = [d i , q i ] , i = 1, ¼, n

(1)

d i = ( x i , y i ) - ( x i -1 , y i -1 ) ,
v ×y
q i = arctan i
vi × x

ik

(2)

= 1, "i, m ik = [ 0, 1] ,

To derive cluster center and confidence degree, we
differentiate the Language function Z with respect to C k
for a fixed m ik , "i , and differentiate m ik for fixed C k
and applying normalization constraints [18]. The derived
cluster center is computed as iteratively as follows: Firstly,
cluster center is computed as
Ck =

n

1

å i ( m ik )
n

p

å(m

ik

r

) p wi ',

1£ k £ c

(6)

i

r
Secondly, the confidence degree that i th vector wi
belongs to k th cluster is computed as

(7)

Above Eq. (6) and (7) are computed iteratively until
total membership value change is small, i.e.

åå ( m

l
ik

- m ikl -1 ) £ ε
2

k

where

m ikl

and

m ikl -1

are

membership values computed at lth iteration and lliteration respectively.
Fig. 3(a) shows test sequence in Caviar data set and Fig.
3(b) shows partitioned trajectory, where each vector is
represented in one of four colors (red, green, blue, yellow),
and each color specifies one cluster of which membership
value for the vector is maximum. The membership value is
represented as the saturation of the color.

2.3 Feature extraction

k

1 £ i £ n, 1 £ k £ c
n : number of input
c : number of clusters

(5)

i

Let membership
value μ ik be confidence degree that i
uur
th vector wi belongs to kth cluster. The following
constraints should be satisfied by the confidence degree.

åm

of magnitude. We formulate the following Lagrange
function that is the summation of objective function Z and
the constraint of Eq. (5) with Lagrange multiplier l i .

(3)

Temporal features, f T represent velocity variation
characteristics with respect to time. Temporal features
are extracted from Ts and Table 2 shows the temporal

Where ‘ n ’ and ‘ c ’ are the number of input vectors and
cluster centers respectively. We are able to define the fuzzy
objective function Z.
(4)
C k : cluster center of k th cluster

Where p is a parameter to control fuzziness [17], and
r
wi ' is a modified input vector to adjust relative
importance of the magnitude v i with respect to orientation
r
q i .wi' = [ rd i , (1 - r )q i ] , 1 £ r £ 1 where r is a weight

(a) Test sequence

(b) Partitioned trajectory

Fig. 3. Trajectory Partitioning
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Table 2. Temporal features and spatial features
#

Name

Definition

Temporal feature

max s ( t )

1

Maximum instantaneous speed ( s M )

2

Minimum instantaneous speed ( s m )

3

Maximum instantaneous direction change
(d M )

tÎ[1, n]

4

Minimum instantaneous direction change
(d m )

tÎ[1, n]

tÎ[1, n]

min s ( t )

tÎ[1, n]

max θ t - θ t -1
min θ t - θ t -1

of moving direction. Maximum direction change d M and
minimum direction change d m is computed as maximum
and minimum value for a whole trajectory, respectively.
The second feature group is spatial features f S
extracted from partitioned trajectory T P . The trajectory T
is partioned firstly, according to motion characteristics into
several clusters each of which shows regional distribution
of similar motion. Spatial features represent regional
characteristics for each cluster [11]. For cluster C i ,
average speed g i is computed as

Spatial feature

gi =

max γ i

5

Maximum average speed ( γ M )

6

Minimum average speed ( γ m )

iÎ[1,4]

7

Maximum average direction (φ M )

iÎ[1,4]

8

Minimum average direction (φ m )

iÎ[1,4]

iÎ[1,4]

åm d
åm
ji

j

j

and average moving direction φ i

min γ i

min φ i

φi =

features defined in this paper.
Instantaneous speed, s ( t ) shows velocity magnitude,
which is moving distance of the pedestrian in 1 second.

r
dp
r
s (t ) = v (t ) =
= ( v x (t ) , v y (t ))
dt

(8)

If the center point of the
target pedestrian at a certain
uuuuuuur
time t - 1 is defined as P (t - 1) = ( x(t - 1), y (t - 1) ) and
the center point
uuuur of the target pedestrian at the t second is
P (t ) = ( x(t ),uuuu
y (tr) ) , a line connecting the point
defined
as
uuuuuuur
P (t - 1) and the point P (t ) means a moving distance at
which the pedestrian moves for one second . Thus
t ) is measured asuuuu
instantaneous speed s (uuuuuuur
Euclidean
r
distance from the point P (t - 1) to the point P (t ) , and it
is useful for classifying the moving situation and the
stagnation situation of the pedestrian.
Maximum instantaneous speed s M and minimum
instantaneous speed s m show maximum instantaneous
speed and minimum instantaneous speed in whole trajectory
sequence, respectively.
Moving direction change, d shows difference between
current moving direction of pedestrian and previous
moving direction, where q t is moving direction of
pedestrian between t - 1 second and t second, and q t -1 is
previous moving direction between t - 2 second and t - 1
second.
(9)
Moving direction change is measured to describe
occurrence of distinctive action such as go back to check
the bag in left bag sequence which makes sudden change
964 │ J Electr Eng Technol.2018; 13(2): 961-968

(10)

ji

min γ i

åm q
åm
ji

j

j

@ ( X ( t ) - X ( t - 1) , Y ( t ) - Y ( t - 1) )

j

j

(11)

ji

The minimum average speed γ m and maximum average
speed g M are computed as minimum and maximum of
average speed for all clusters. Also, minimum average
moving direction φ m and maximum average moving
direction φ M are computed as minimum and maximum of
average moving direction for all clusters.

2.4 Decision tree
When a feature vector is generated for each of the
sample trajectories, classification is performed using a
decision tree. A decision-tree-based classification method
[19] was selected, since the classification module is designed
as a part of knowledge based system and the effective
features of the tree-structure-derived logical expression
are easy to be combined with inference algorithm. For
each trajectory, the temporal features f T = { f T1 , ¼, f Tn }
and spatial features f S = { f S1 ,¼, f S n } are extracted
from segmented trajectory and partitioned trajectory,
respectively. The first decision tree DT is constructed
from training set X described using only temporal features.
The second tree D S is drived from training set X
described using both temporal features and spatial features.
Each decision tree is generated from an ID3 learning
algorithm which is an information-theoretical algorithm
[20, 21]. Each iteration of the ID3 tries to attain the
largest information gain (or smallest entropy value), and
a probability of p is determined from the occurrence
frequency. The entropy of a given data set T is computed
as follows:
E (T ) = -

å p ( C ) log
i

C i ÎC

2p

(Ci )

(12)
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where C is a set of classes in T that is four class of
trajectories, and p(C i ) is the proportion of the number of
pairs labeled as class C i in T . The information gain(IG)
from the partitioning of T according to the value of the
feature f x is computed using Eq. (13), as follows:
IG ( f x ,?T ) = E (T ) -

å p (v

j

) E ( Tv )

(13)

j

v j ÎV x

(a) Walking

(b) Browsing

(c) Left bag

(d) Fall down

In Eq. (13), E (Tv j ) is the entropy of the subset Tv j
that is constructed through the collection of pairs, each of
which has a value of v j for the feature f x , from T . V x
Tv j .
denotes a set of values for f x ; therefore T =

È

v j ÎV x

The probability p(v j ) is computed using Eq. (14), as
follows:
p (v j ) =

Tv
T

(14)

At each iteration of the construction of a decision tree,
the feature that provides the maximum information gain is
selected as a decision node [22, 23]. To deal with the
numeric features, the C4.5 algorithm is used [24, 25]. The
learned decision tree is used in the classifier to recognize
the behavior of the pedestrian. At every node of the
decision tree, it makes a yes / no decision through a
comparison operation and moves to the child node
according to the result. This process is repeated cyclically
until a leaf node is encountered.

3. Experimental Classification Results and
Analysis
We experimented the proposed method with ‘Caviar Test
Case Scenarios’ dataset which includes people walking
alone, meeting with others, window shopping, entering
and exiting shops, fighting and passing out and last, and
leaving a package in a public place. In our experiment, we
selected four sequences consist of people walking, fall
down, leaving his bag and browsing on the floor from
Caviar dataset. In the next paragraph, we will explain how
to extract spatial feature from trajectory.
First of all, we conjugate frame segmentation of each
trajectory and plot object’s virtual trajectory on 2d image
plane. Caviar Dataset offers each frame’s blob center
position. From this data, we generated vector transformation of the trajectory of the pedestrian for each image
sequence. Fuzzy partitioning of vector sequence was
executed by ‘Figue’ which is a collection of clustering
algorithms implemented in JavaScript open sourced under
MIT License [26]. It provides functions to visualize
clustering output as dendograms. In the experiment, we let
r be 0.5. The number of clusters for each activity class is

Fig. 4. Partitioned Trajectories
Table 3. Cluster Centroids
Class
Walking
Browsing
Left bag
Fall
down

ClusterID0
( φ0 , γ0 )

ClusterID1
( φ1 , γ 1 )

ClusterID2
( φ2 , γ2 )

ClusterID3
( φ3 , γ3 )

(-2.250,
8.109)
(0.084,
0.542)
(-0.566,
6.246)
(1.027,
6.562)

(-2.357,
2.832)
(1.032,
8.830)
(-0.234,
1.567)
(0.595,
7.080)

(-2.091,
12.222)
(-0.060,
5.241)
(-0.345,
10.231)
(0.0318,
0.404)

(-2.315,
2.772)
(-0.091,
3.205)
(1.379,
1.220)
(0.943,
1.927)

assigned 4 equally. From the output of clustering, we are
able to obtain the membership value of a vector to each
cluster and each cluster’s centroid from transformed
vectors. The membership value must be from 0 to 1 and the
summation of these values is 1. To visualize clustering
result, we used color saturation to denote membership
value in Fig. 4. Different color (red, green, blue, and
yellow color) is assigned to each cluster, and the color is
selected as the color of the cluster which has maximum
membership value for the vector.
From Fig. 4(b), the difference between moving direction
before shopping and moving direction after shopping
makes different clusters. Also in left-bag sequence Fig.
4(c), moving direction change around leaving the bag
point makes different clusters. The partitioning result is
also shown in terms of cluster’s centroid for each class as
in Table 3. In Table 3, the first component and second
component of each centroid denote φ i and g i
respectively. The distribution of cluster centroids is shown
in Fig. 5. It shows distinctive distribution for each class.
Four types of human activity pattern modeling process
were modeled by combining temporal features and spatial
features. The C4.5 algorithm used in the study of four
human activity patterns was applied by Weka 3.6 version
http://www.jeet.or.kr │ 965
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Table 4. Confusion Matrix using decision tree (Dt)

Walking
(Actual)
Browsing
(Actual)
Leftbag
(Actual)
Falldown
(Actual)

Walking
(Predicted)

Browsing
(Predicted)

Leftbag
(Predicted)

Falldown
(Predicted)

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

12.5%

0%

62.5%

25%

0%

12.5%

25%

62.5%

Fig. 6. Decision Tree (Dt) using temporal features

Fig. 5. Scatter diagram of cluster centroids
of the data mining tool. Weka is a representative open data
mining tool developed by the University of Waikato in
New Zealand and provides interfaces for evaluating the
results of various machine learning algorithms and learning
schemes for a given set of data [27].
Fig. 6 is a decision tree learned from training data using
only temporal features. The number of leaf nodes is 5
and the size of the tree is 11. At depth 1, the walking
class is distinguished from other classes with a minimum
instantaneous speed attribute. The walking class has larger
instantaneous moving speed compared with other three
classes. At depth 2 and depth 3, the browsing class is
distinguished from other classes by the minimum
instantaneous speed attribute and the maximum
instantaneous speed attribute. The browsing class
reduces the movement speed of the pedestrian when the
event occurs, but does not become zero. Therefore, the
966 │ J Electr Eng Technol.2018; 13(2): 961-968

instantaneous velocity attribute effectively classifies the
browsing class rather than the instantaneous direction
change property. At depth 3, the maximum direction
change attribute was chosen as an attribute to classify the
fall down class. This indicates that the fall down class is
the class with the largest change in pedestrian direction. We
evaluated the performance of a decision tree constructed
with 10-fold cross-validation. Table 4 shows confusion
matrix of the classification result using decision tree of
Fig. 6. The walking and browsing classes are classified
correctly, but the true positive rate of the left bag class is
62.5% and confused with walking class. Also, the true
positive rate fall down class is 62.5% and confused with
browsing class.
Fig. 7. shows a decision tree generated from training
data represented both temporal features and spatial features.
The number of leaves is 4 and the size of the tree is 7. In
the improved decision tree, there are significant changes in
the four categories of human behavior. It has been divided
into two groups at depth 1 based on minimum average
speed property, which is very intuitive. At depth 2, the first
group was classified as a browsing class and a fall down
class by the maximum instantaneous speed attribute. The
second group was classified as a walking class and a left
bag class by the minimum direction change property. Table
5 shows the confusion matrix of classification results
using new decision tree generated using temporal
features and spatial features. Likewise, the performance
of decision tree was evaluated by 10-fold cross-validation.
The true positive rates of walking, browsing, left bag,
and fall down classes are all 87.5 %. While recognition
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Table 5. Confusion Matrix using decision tree (Ds)

Walking
(Actual)
Browsing
(Actual)
Leftbag
(Actual)
Falldown
(Actual)

Walking
(Predicted)

Browsing
(Predicted)

Leftbag
(Predicted)

Falldown
(Predicted)

87.5%

0%

12.5%

0%

12.5%

87.5%

0

0%

12.5%

0%

87.5%

0%

0%

12.5%

0%

87.5%

it has been shown to be effective for classification of
various human behaviors with increased recognition
performance. In the future study, we will develop more
temporal features and spatial features to recognize more
complicated group behaviors such as fighting with other or
chasing other [28].
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